
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Forbury Park Trotting Club at Forbury Park Raceway  Date: Thursday 10th April  2014  
Weather: Overcast  
Track: Good  
Rail: Not applicable  
Stewards: C Allison, S Wallis & C Boyd  
Typist: M Fahey  

 

GENERAL:  
Pre-race blood testing was conducted.  

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
  

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing:  GOODTOBEBAD, BETTOR THINK TWICE, KATY PERRY, EVANDER D GO, DREAM GAL, MACHS A 

FLYIN, MONNAY, VEDIKA, ULTIMATE CC, BELKMYSTER.  
Suspensions:   Nil 

Protests: Race 5 GINO D’ACAMPO (7TH placing) v HUDSON SULLY (3rd placing) causing interference. 
[Rule 869(8)(b)] – Protest dismissed. 

Fines: Race 5 G & J Knight (THE HIGHLIGHT) 
[Rule 865(2)]- presented horse with incorrect gear. Fined $100 

Warnings: Race  10 J Thomas  (WOT THE OWL) 
[Rule 862(2)] –  breaching barrier tape. 

Bleeders:   Nil 
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MAJOR OVERDRIVE - warned racing manners. 
MILLWOOD FAITH - warned mobile barrier manners. 
ATOM HANOVER – warned racing manners. 
FROM THE ART – veterinary clearance required. 
WINFIELD DOUGALL – warned racing performance. 
STRATHTARA – veterinary clearance required. 
JULIANA BELLE – warned mobile barrier manners. 
KING KENNY – veterinary clearance received. 
VEDIKA – warned standing starts. 
KILMORICH – warned standing starts/unruly for standing starts. 
KEYSTONE – warned racing performance. 

Medical Certificates:                            D Gordon – Medical clearance received.  

Driver Changes:    

Scratching Penalties 4 days (veterinary certificate supplied)  11th – 14th April 2014 inclusive 
CHAMPAGNE DREAMS, STRATHTARA, LURAH, SONNETSSON  
 
10 days (no veterinary certificate supplied)  11th – 20th April 2014 inclusive 
DANNY COOL, CHIOLA BELLE, SOUNDS LIKE US, PLAY ACTION 
 

Late Scratchings Race        5         STRATHTARA – 11.53am on veterinary advice. 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 SUPERFAST STUART TROT 

JOHN THE FIB broke at the start and again passing the 800 metres. 
OCH AYE THE NOO, PURE EMOTION and NATURAL also broke over the early stages with NATURAL pacing and it was 
reluctant to return to its correct gait. 
PURE EMOTION broke again near the 1600 metre mark. 
With 1350 metres to run DESOLATION ROW which was in the trailing position broke with SNOW BOY inconvenienced 



by the breaking runner. THANKSFOR STOPIN (P Court) then became awkwardly placed on the inside of PARADISE 
SPUR (T McMillan) and broke at this stage with PARADISE SPUR breaking shortly afterwards. 
Driver A Faulks advised that DESOLATION ROW had been hanging prior to breaking. 
SNOW BOY hung inwards for the majority of the event. 
Despite the efforts of driver J Cox the removable hood on the winner GOODTOBEBAD failed to activate. 
Stewards questioned drivers P Court and T McMillan in relation of the breaking of THANKSFOR STOPIN with 1350 
metres to run. 
Mr Court advised he was placed in restricted room from his outside by PARADISE SPUR and when DESOLATION ROW 
broke he ran out of racing room.  
Mr McMillan (PARADISE SPUR) advised that his horse had hung inwards and he had attempted to steer it outwards to 
allow Mr Court more room on his inside when DESOLATION ROW broke however PARADISE SPUR had failed to react. 
He advised he would be recommending gear changes be made to PARADISE SPUR prior to it next racing to make it 
more tractable. After hearing from both horsemen no further action was required. 
Race 2 WASHINGTON VC FILLIES & MARES MOBILE PACE 

A false start was declared when MILLWOOD FAITH broke prior to the dispatch point checking MAJOR OVERDRIVE on 
its outside. 
Driver B Orange (MILLWOOD FAITH) elected to remain in his original barrier position for the restart. 
The rein pricker on BETTOR THINK TWICE was removed prior to the recommencement of this race. 
In the restart BETTOR THINK TWICE broke in the early stages of the score up and improved to its correct barrier 
position just after the start point. 
MAJOR OVERDRIVE broke after reaching the lead approaching the 1400 metre mark. As a result BETTOR THINK 
TWICE, MILLWOOD FAITH, AMELIA POND and SAN FERNANDO were all briefly inconvenienced. 
A warning was placed against the racing manners of MAJOR OVERDRIVE with trainer G Smith advising he would be 
making gear alterations prior to the fillys next start. 
B MAJOR hung rounding the bends during the running. 
The drivers of the horses on the second line R Anderson, N Williamson and T Chmiel were questioned by the Stewards 
following this race to ensure their chances had not been affected at the start when BETTOR THINK TWICE was late 
coming into its barrier position. All drivers confirmed they had not been affected and after viewing the replays all 
placings were authorised. 
A warning was placed on mobile barrier manners of MILLWOOD FAITH due to it causing a false start.  
MAJOR OVERDRIVE was found to have a minor laceration on the near hind fetlock region following the race. The 
horse was treated on course by the veterinarian who recommended to Mr Smith that the filly would benefit from a 
brief spell.   
Race 3 G J GARDNER MOBILE PACE 

CAPTAIN THUNDERJET paced roughly in the score up. 
Passing the 2000 metre mark ATOM HANOVER which had worked to the trailing position broke inconveniencing 
RUMPOLE, KATY PERRY, CAESAR ROCKS, TAGATAESE, CAPTAIN THUNDERJET and GERALD with GERALD breaking 
when forced wider on the track. 
A warning was placed on the racing manners of ATOM HANOVER.  
Stewards requested a veterinary examination of FROM THE ART after trainer/driver A Faulks expressed concerns with 
the mare following this race after the mare compounded over the later stages of the race. The examination revealed 
signs of a heart murmur. 
Trainer A Faulks advised the Stewards he would get a follow up examination of FROM THE ART and he would be 
sending the mare for a spell. A veterinary clearance would be required prior to FROM THE ART resuming racing. 
Race 4 RICOH HANDICAP TROT 

WINFIELD DOUGALL become fractious prior to the dispatch and was facing the wrong direction prior to being 
straightened up causing a brief delay at the start. 
JOLTIN JOE DEMAGIO broke over the early stages. 
FACE VALUE and ARMORI broke rounding the first bend losing all chance. 
DESERT BLUE raced greenly when in the parked position for the majority of the race. 
WINFIELD DOUGALL gave ground from the body of the field over the final 1200 metres with the Stewards requesting 
a veterinary examination of WINFIELD DOUGALL with the veterinary examination failing to detect any abnormalities. 
A warning was subsequently placed on the geldings racing performance. 
U CAN I CAN gave ground from the 500 metre mark. 
MARTINI hung inwards rounding the final bend striking pylons. 
GORILLA PLAYBOY which was leading was placed in restricted room just prior to the run home by FEATHER BOYZ 
which was racing on its outer. 
JOLTIN JOE DEMAGIO was briefly held up just prior to the passing lane. 



Trainer G Bates advised it was his intention to retire U CAN I CAN from racing after its disappointing performance. 
Race 5 MITRE 10 FORBURY SPRINT SERIES (HEAT 1) MOBILE PACE 

STRATHTARA was a late scratching at 11.53am after suffering a tendon injury. Trainer G Anderson advised STRATHTARA 
would now be retired from racing however a veterinary clearance was placed against STRATHTARA. 
JULIANA BELLE broke at the start with a resulting check to RONNOCO with a false start declared.  
Driver N Williamson (JULIANA BELLE) elected to remain in his original position for the restart. 
Approaching the 500 metre mark SUNNIVUE BAY BOY (B Williamson) paced roughly.  
Shortly afterwards GINO D’ACAMPO (K Butt) broke when racing on the inside of HUDSON SULLY (T Chmiel) which had 
improved to the parked position. As a result TUSCALOOSA and RONNOCO where checked with TUSCALOOSA and GINO 
D’ACAMPO failing to settle losing all chance. 
JULIANA BELLE gave ground from the 400 metre mark. 
The Stewards lodged a Protest pursuant to rule 869(8)(b) alleging HUDSON SULLY shifted inwards near the 500 metre mark 
checking GINO D’ACAMPO. After hearing from Junior Horsemen K Butt assisted by B Orange, B Williamson assisted by N 
Williamson, T Chmiel and the Stewards, the JCA dismissed the Protest. 
A warning was placed on the mobile barrier manners of JULIANA BELLE due to it causing the false start. 
When questioned regarding the performance of JULIANA BELLE driver N Williamson advised the connections were 
disappointed with the performance of the mare with its future racing career to be decided in upcoming starts. 
Trainers G & J Knight admitted a breach of Rule 865(2) in that they presented THE HIGHLIGHT without the notified sliding 
blinds and they were fined $100 by the JCA. 

Race 6 KEEP IT CLEAN SPECIAL HANDICAP PACE 

There was a slight delay to the start of this race due to the Protest in the previous race. 
GRIN AGAIN tangled briefly at the start. 
SMOKE N GRIN and GRIN AGAIN were both held up rounding the final bend. 
SMART CAESAR hung inwards rounding the final bend and broke after striking the sulky of TRICKY GIRL. 

Race 7 PRYDE’S EASIFEED HANDICAP TROT 

WESTMELTON WILLIE was slow to begin. 
THE DOCTOR broke over the early stages. 
After approximately 150 metres SUNDONS COMET broke. 
With 1200 metres to run KING KENNY (D Dunn) raced wider on the track when racing on the outside of MONNAY which 
had also improved outwards. 
KING KENNY broke shortly afterwards when attempting to improve its position. 
WESTMELTON WILLIE over raced while in the trail for the majority of the event.  
MUM BEAT LYALL broke with approx 450 metres to run with TRADE ME NOW breaking shortly afterwards. 
Authorisation of first placing being awarded to MONNAY was withheld until driver D Dunn had confirmed he had not been 
forced to race wider on the track when MONNAY improved near the 1300 metre mark. 
Mr Dunn advised that he was improving his position quickly and that he elected to improve wider on the track on his own 
and did not contribute any blame on Mr Williamson (MONNAY) who shifted outwards prior to him reaching his wheel. 
After hearing from Mr. Dunn and viewing the replays first placing was authorised. 
Stewards further withheld authorisation of all placings until driver K Barclay (THE DOCTOR) had viewed a replay of the start 
in particular when she had broken after following out WESTMELTON WILLIE on the unruly position. After viewing the films 
all placings were authorised and no further action was required. 

Race 8 SPEIGHTS PACE 

A false start was declared after VEDIKA backed away just prior to the tapes being released interfering with BIG SLOW and 
REAL IMPULSE.  
There was a further lengthy delay after several horses become fractious most noticeably VEDIKA and KILMORICH.  
Both these runners were subsequently moved to the unruly position by the starter Mr W Ferguson pursuant to Rule 860(8).  
In the restart MAYBE FOXY reared inconveniencing REAL IMPULSE and KEYSTONE. 
THE GRINDER and BLACK ROCK BABE both broke over the early stages. 
REAL IMPULSE which had been inconvenienced at the start also broke shortly after the start. 
KILMORICH which had been moved to the unruly position was slow to begin. 
BLACK ROCK BABE which had been pacing roughly throughout broke with 1400 metres to run and then again with 300 
metres to run. 
A hopple carrier strap broke on BLACK ROCK BABE during the running. 
REAL IMPULSE which was improving three wide hung inwards passing the 900 metre mark. 
KEYSTONE gave ground from the 800 metre mark with a warning placed on the performance of the gelding. 
DOCTOR’S BROTHER broke with approximately 350 metres to run.  
The connections of VEDIKA and KILMORICH were advised a warning was placed on their respective horses standing start 
manners.  

Race 9 DUNEDIN HOLIDAY PARK MOBILE PACE 

TRUE LEGEND was caught three wide early before reaching the parked position with 1800 metres to run. 



SARA HOLLEY raced four wide without cover over the final 850 metres. 
BILLY JACK broke near the 350 metre mark. 
TARTAN TRILOGY, PHOENIX WARRIOR and SUZALI QUEEN were all held up rounding the final bend. 
HALSTON BROMAC raced in confined spaces for the majority of the run home. 
BHAPPY was held up through the early stages of the run home.  

Race 10 MOSGIEL MOTOR COURT HADICAP PACE 

WOT THE OWL (J Thomas) breached the 20 metre barrier tape prior to the start. 
With 600 metres to run WOT THE OWL paced roughly then broke briefly inconveniencing DELIGHTFUL SONG which lost its 
momentum. EXPRESSIONIST hung inwards briefly striking a pylon. 
Driver K Barclay (DELIGHTFUL SONG) reported she received a puncture sulky tyre.  
J Thomas (WOT THE OWL) was warned to ensure he is back off the starting tapes in the future. 
No claims were lodged for WOT THE OWL. Trainer N Edge advised WOT THE OWL would now be retired. 

Race 11 ODT SPECIAL HANDICAP PACE 

MIKE MCKAID, ROME and THE LUTTS all broke at the start. 
SAN ANTONIO ROSE over raced during the running placing driver B Williamson in difficulty. 
With 2100 metres to run STARSKY’S DREAM become awkwardly placed on the inside of TACHMA when there was an 
easing of the one out line. 
MIKE MCKAID commenced to give ground from inside the 500 metre mark. 

 


